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li e Introduction 

suppose that a provisional path of coordinated mo- 
tion has been planned for two rigid polyhedral bodies 
B1 and B2 in 3-space. Then there will exist functions 
RI(t), R*(t), x1(t), x2(t) of a parameter t designating 
time such that the set of points occupied by Bj at time 
t is Rj(t)Bj + xj(t). TO verify the validity of the pro- 
posed motion, one can proceed as follows: find the 
minimum distance 6 between the convex sets 
Rl(t)B1 + x1(t) and R*(t) 13s + x2(t) for t = 0. Let L 
be the diameter of the set BZ, and from the known 
form of the functions RI, R2, xl, and x2 find an e 
sufficiently small so that 

(1 Ri’(t)Ra(t) - Ri’(O)Ra(O) I l L + 1 Xl(t) + G(f) 

-x1(0) - x40) la, 

for all 0 G t G t. Then a collision between the moving 
bodies is impossible for this range of t; hence we can 
advance t from 0 to e, and repeat this step. When suc- 
cessive steps of this kind have brought us from t = 0 to 

some final value t*, we can be sure that the planned 
path is collision-free. 

To use this technique effectively, we need a fast 
algorithm for estimating the minimum distance 
between two polyhedra. The present note will address 

* This report WAS prepared as a result of work performed 
under NASA Contracts No. NASl-I4472 and NASl-15810 
while the author was in residence at the Institute for Com- 
puter Applications in Science and Engineering (ICASE), 
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665, 
U.S.A. 

the problem of fmding this distance, but only under 
two drastic simplif*g assumptions, namely 

(i) B1 and B, are assumed to be convex; 
(ii) B1 and Bz are assumed to be two dimensional. 

Assuming that B1 and Bz have a total of N vertices 
and are described by clockwise bounding segment lists 
of the standard kind, an O(logsN) algorithm for deter- 
mining the minimum distance between B1 and & will 
be given. ‘fhe related problem of finding the minimum 
distance between a vadable,point x and a fixad convex 
body B is considered in [2], where an O(log N) ale 
rithm is given. 

2. The algorithm 

Hence let B1 and Ba be convex polygons. Write 

B,*BBl= {x*y:xEB,,yE&} 

and 

-B = {-x: x E B), 

so that BI + B1 is the socalled h.&&w& S&m of B1 
and Bl,and B1 - B1 1 B1 f (-Ba). Chrr problem is to 
estimate the distance between the point x = 0 and the 
set B1 - B,; replacing Ba by -83, it becomes that of 
estimating the distance from the adgin to the convex 
set B1 + Ba. 

A fast (O@)) procedure for finding B1 + & given 
B1 and B. is described in [ 11, and is as follows: 

(a) The sides of Bg and & are available as circular 
lists arranged in increasing order pf the angle 6 that 
each side makes with the x axis. Merge these two lists 
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into a single similarly ordered list L. 
(b) If’ a side S of Bs (req. BI) ffes between two 

bl S’, SW of $1 (resp. &) in this list, let c 
bstSlec~~ratwhichSandS’meet.ThenS+cisa 
9fddofBI~B2,~dL~thCBCaidesofB1+Brin 
their standard cir Order. We will say in what fol- 
l~thatthasi~S+cofBr~~~~m~~rnS 
(whkh is a side either of B1 or of Bs), and that c is 
the corner of B1 (resp. Bs) that matches the side S of 
8;1 (n?rp. B1.I. 

Ck algorithm wiu @ply this construction, but to 
attain o(lo$N) prfonnancc will avoid forming the 
fti list L. We p-d as follows. 

(ij T)le sides of any convex polygon B can be 
oriented 30 that the interior of B lies to their left. 
Oriented in this way, the sides of B fall into two (cir- 
cularly) c0ntig30us grOups, one c0nsisting of (verti- 
tally) ascending, the other of descending edges. It is 
clear that the ascending (resp. descending) edps of 
B* + Bs come fmm the separate ascending (resp. 
descending) edges of B1 and of B2. 

(ii) Let a point x in the plane be given; we wish 
to determine whether it belongs to B1 + &, and if not, 
to tlnd its minhnum distance to B1+ &. Fit deter- 
mine the hi@est (resp. lowest) comer Hi, b of each 
Bj; this can be done in time O(log N) by binary 
search of the sides of 5. Then the highest and lowest 
comers of B1 + & are HI + H3 and L, + b respec- 
tively. If x does not lie in the vertical range bracketed 
by th8se two points, it is definitely not in B1 + &. If 
x does kin this vertkal range, then a horizontal line 
drawn throu& x will intersect exactly two sides of 
B1 t &, one an ascending, the other a descending 
side, and x belongs to B1 + B?: if and only if it lies 
between these two sides. To flnd these two intersec- 
tions, we can start at the lowest comer L1 + L2 of 
BI t b9 and perform a binary search of its ascending 
(mP* d ding) sides. This can be done without 
actually forming tha ful! cOllection of its sides, using a 
te&niqua which we will now explain. 

(iii) Let the ascending sides of B8 + Bs be enumer- 
ated, in bottom-to-top order, as S1, Sir . . . . S,,. At any 
moment during a binary search of these sides, we will 
be examin@ two of these sides h Sk, and will need 
to examine a side Sj lying between them. We can sup 
pose that the side S’ of B, (resp. B2) from which each 
side Sj under examination comes is known, and that 
the comer c of B2 (resp. B,) matching S’ is also known. 

For our binary search to retain logarithmic efficiency, 
we rklu!H be able to locate a side Sk between Si and Si 
such that k is at least (resp. most) a fixed fraction at 
(resp. 1 - Al) of the distance from i to j. This can be 
done as follows. Let & come from a side S’ (of B1 or 
Ba) numbered i’, matched by a comer c“ (of B2 or 
B1) whose entering edge is numbered i”, and define 
S”, j’ and j”, similarly from Sj. If S’ and S” are sides 
of the same polygon (B1 or B2), put 
A’ = j’ _ i’, A” = j” _ i”, 

On the other hand, if S’ and S” are sides of different 
polygons, put 

A'=j"_i', A"=j'_i". 

In order to avoid detailed enumeration of tediously 
many cases, we will suppose that S’ and S” are sides 
of different polygons; the treatment of the cases 
thereby ignored and of this case are similar. 

If At 3 A”, advance from side i’ (of the polygon 
having S’ as a side) halfway toward side j’ of this poly- 
gon. Let the side in this intermediate position be T, 
let its index be m, and find its matching corner c. 
Then T t c is a side of B1 + Bt ; its index as a side of 
B1 + B2 exceeds i by at least $A’ and by at most 
4 At + A”. Hence m lies at least 4 and at most i of the 
way from i to j. 

Similarly, if A” > A’, advance from side i” (of the 
polygon having c” as a comer) halfway toward side i’ 
of this polygon. Let the side in this intermediate posi- 
tion be T, its index be m, and its matching corner be 
c. Then again T + c is a side of B1 + B2 whose index is 
at least 0 and at most $ of the way from i to j. 

Locating the comer matching a given side can be 
done in time O(log N), so olrerall the binary search we 
have just described requires 0(log2N) time. 

(iv) The binary search will locate the two points of 
intersection of the horizontal line through x with the 
boundary of B1 t Bz. If x lies between these points it 
is interior to B1 + B2, and we are finished. Otherwise x 
lies to the right or to the left of one of them. Suppose, 
for the sake of definiteness, that x lies to the right of 
B1 t B2, or, if x lies above (resp. below) the topmost 
(resp. bottom most) point of B1 + B2, that it lies to 
the left of this point. Then the point of B1 + B2 lying 
closest to x lies on one of the ascending edges forming 
the left-hand part Q of the boundary of B1 + B2. We 
now begin to search for this edge. We start this search 
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from an edge of Br + Bz visible from x. Such an edge 
is available in all cases, since if x lies above (resp. 
below) B1 t Bz we have only to take the topmost 
(resp. bottom most) edge of Q- 

(v) To fmd the edge S* of Br + Bz containing the 
point Z closest to x, we start with an edge S visible 
from x and draw a line from x to the initial corner ~1 

of S (note again that the edges of Q are oriented and 
point downward). Let Cz be the other corner of S. If 
the angle xc1 c2 is acute, then N lies on Q below c 1; if 
obtuse, then at or above c 1. This observation enables 
the edge S containing Z to be located by binary search. 
As previously, this binary search procedure will run in 
time 0(log2 N). Suppose now that S contains 2. Then 

. if xc1 c2 is acute but xc2 cl is obtuse Z is cl; if xc1 c2 
is obtuse then Z is cl ; and otherwise Z is the foot of 
the perpendicular from x to S. 

3. A technique for acceierating the expected speed of 
location of a point on a divided real axis 

Like many other geometric algorithms, the algorithm 
sketched in the preceding pages makes repeated use of 
the foliowing computational step: 

Given ‘J! zxed increasing sequence of real numbers 
xS , . . . . x,, and a point x, locate the interval (xi, xi+,) 
in which x lies. 

The normal technique for accomplishing this is simply 
to perform a binary search, which requires time 
00og n). 

We will now sketch an alternative approach which 
has the same worst case behavior, but (if the points xj 
are randomly distributed) will reduce the expected 
time needed to locate the desired interval to O(l). 
This is simply to keep an auxiliary table T consisting 
of g locations. To set up T, we divide the full range 
(xi, x,) from the minimum to the maximum of the 
xi into ~XIA equal subintervals I, each of which corre- 
sponds to an entry E of T; E then stores the indices of 
the largest and smallest xj belonging to I. To find the 

Table 1 

1 0.22 
2 0.57 
4 1.20 

interval (xi, xi+*) containing 8 given x we simply c& 
culate the entry E of T corresponding to x, and per- 
form a binary search in the subrange (XJ, xk) of 
(x1, x,,) indicated by E. 

To analyze the expected performance of this 
scheme, we can reason as follows. The number of q 
expected to fall into each of the subranges I into 
which we divide the full mqp (xl, h) is a, so that, 
assuming that a is small, the probability pi thatj 
items actuaily fall into I will be Poisso&n with 
expectation (Y, i.e. pi = e T&j!. If we entet an interval 
containing j items to do a binary search, O(l + log j) 
time will be required for the search. Thus the expected 
searching time is 

Table 1 shows this last f&ction. 
This technique can be used in the ‘fhd matching 

corner’ step of the closest point algorithm sketched 
earlier, and, assuming a random distribution of au$es 
parallel to the sides of the polygons $wohecl, will 
reduce the expected time needed to find this comer to 
O(1); thus the expected time rrrquhd for the whole 
algorithm is o(logN) whet than qlogw). 
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